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FOREVJORD

Progress in the control and eradication of the gypsy moth has con*»
tinued throughout the year. Although intensive trapping of extensive
areas was conducted in Pennsylvania and scouting surveys were carried
on in selected areas where infestation was considered most likely to
exist, no living evidence of the gypsy moth was found. Similar trapping
and scouting surveys were conducted in New Jersey with negative results*
Material progress has been made in the elimination of general infestation to the west of the Hudson River in New York and mop-up work has
already commenced in much of the territory intensively sprayed in recent years* The 1951 spraying program provides for the spraying of all
general infestation in Saratoga County and work of this nature will
then be confined to territory to the east of the Hudson River♦ The objective is the eventual eradication of the gypsy moth from the state.
In order that this may be accomplished, elimination of general infestation in adjacent territory in New England will also have to be accomplished. The first step in this direction will be taken in the spring
of 1951 with the spraying by aircraft of approximately 20,000 acres of
infested territory in Vermont and 5^000 acres in Coïinecticut where
hazard of spread into New York State exists*
The intensive trapping of extensive areas in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey will be continued during the fiscal year 1951 and as long thereafter as it se«ns necessary to conduct such surveys for the purpose of
detennining váiether infestation is present» Similar surveys will, of
course, be conducted in New York and in the New England States and,
together with scouting, will provide information for use in setting up
priorities for future spraying*
A total of nearly 6,895^000 acres were surveyed by traps placed
in 671 towns in the States of Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey,
New York, Pennsylvania and Vermont. A total of 17,047 traps were used
and 401 of them captured 1,068 moths in 91 towns. A high percentage
of the moths were taken in the New York area and in Connecticut and
Vermont towns adjacent to the New York area.
Scouting surveys principally conducted in the vicinity of traps
where moths were attracted and in areas of known infestation, embraced
approximately 1,838,000 acres* As a result of this work, 888 infestations totalling approximately 47,950 egg clusters were found*
Close cooperation was again maintained between Federal, State,
county, municipal, and private agencies in effectively conducting gypsy
moth control and eradication programs* This close cooperation is considered vital to the success of the work*

DEFOLIATION BY THE GYPSY MOTH
In the siumner of 1949, approximately 70,600 acres of woodland were
in some degree defoliated by the gypsy moth. Of this total, all but 8
acres occurred in the State of Massabhusetts^ Again this year, practically all of the defoliation in Massachusetts was located in Plymouth,
Bristol, and Norfolk Counties in the southeastern part of the state
where infestation has persisted at high population levels for nany
years and where aerial treatment in the spring of 1949 was limited to
contract spraying paid for by the towns in treating relatively small
areas within which gypsy moth infestation had reached epidemic proportions. Defoliation in Barnstable County was confined to a few thousand
acres not treated with DDT in the intensive spraying program conducted,
in that county during the spring of 1949 because the work had to be discontinued sooner than anticipated due to the abnormally early development of the gypsy moth to the pupal stage. Foliage within the treated
area, comprising approximately 230,000 acres, was kept free from injury
by the gypsy moth and other leaf defoliators. In New Hampshire, damage
was limited to the partial defoliation of very small areas in 8 towns
located in the southeastern portion of the State. This is the lowest
acreage of defoliation reported in that State in many years. No defoliation was reporteü during the year in the States of Connecticut, Maine,
New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, ana Vexmont. There was some evidence of build-up in gypsy moth population during the summer of 1949|
especially in western Connecticut ana in the States of Massachusetts
and Vermont. Although the infestation in general is still light, the
egg clusters in many localities in these States were more abundant and
larger than during the previous year.
PUPAL

COLLECTIOi! PROGftAM

In the summer of 1948, conditions were unusually favorable for
large-scale collections in southeastern Massachusetts and more than
1,815,000 female pupae were secured. These pupae were large, relatively free from the parasite Sturmia scutellata and from the wilt disease.
These abnormally favorable conditions resulted in an all-time record of
56.6 per cent issuance of rnoths from the pupae collected and more than
1,028,000 tips were obtained. This was nearly three times the total
tips secured in the summer of 1947 when the next highest record of
367,235 tips were obtained from a total of about 1,336,700 female pupae.
The unusually large supply of tips obtained in the summer of 1948 made
it possible to stockpile sufficient sex attractant material to conduct
the extensive trapping surveys planned in the States involved through
the summer of 1951^ and it was thus unnecessary to collect female pupae
during the summer of 1949* It is exceedingly fortunate that this stockpiling of sex attractant material was possible in 1948 because the
thorough and very effective sprayijig of all growth in woodland and open
areas in Barnstable and Plymouth Counties, and some of the most heavily
infested adjacent areas in Bristol County during the 1949 and 1950 spraying seasons eliminated practically all areas within the entire generally

infested territory where collections of female gypsy moth pupae could
be made in a large-scale way. For this reason, arrangements were worked out for the collection of female pupae in Europe and northern Africa
during the spring and summer of 1951 in order to provide sex attractant
material which it is hoped will make possible continued intensive
trapping surveys over extensive areas in the summer of 1952•
EXPERBENTAL TRAP

W3RK

The importance of sex attractant trapping surveys as a means of effectively and economically determining the presence or absence of the
gypsy moth over extensive areas has been repeatedly demonstrated. It is
equally important that e^q^eriments be conducted each summer in order to
obtain basic information for use in improving the traps and the methods
and procediires employed in conducting trapping surveys» In recent years,
many important changes materially improving the efficiency of the traps
have been made as a result of such experiments. However, all of the
complexities of gypsy moth trapping are not yet fully understood ana it
is quite possible that a more efficient trap than that now in use may
eventually be devised. V/e also hope to obtain important information
concerning trap placement which will minimize the failure of traps to
attract male gypsy moths when infestation exists within 1/2 mile of the
trap. Trap failures sometimes occur even with fairly sizable infestations nearby.
With these and other equally important problems in mind, experiments along the lines indicated above were conducted again during the
summer of 1949 in the Wendell Forest near Greenfield, Massachusetts and
at Shaftsbury, Vermont. These tests were designed to secure further
information on:
Bait strength requirements.
The effect of trap color on moth captures.
The effect of various periods of aging virgin female
moths on the potency of the sex attractant.
The effectiveness of foreign and domestic sex attractant collected in previous years in attracting male
gypsy moths to the traps.
The effectiveness of various adhesives in preventing
the escape of male gypsy moths after entering the
trap and coming in contact with the adhesive.
The influence of bait dispenser size on moth captures.
The effectiveness of variations in trap design.
The effectiveness of baits salvaged from the previous
season's trapping program.
The influence of trap position.
The effectiveness of materials prepared by the Division
of Insecticide Investigations#
In the summer of 1949, the design in setting up trap lines was
modified so that in most of the experiments the traps within replicates
were closely grouped rather than being spaced at the previous usual

interval of 200 feet. This change in design of trap placement was considered desirable in order that the various samples under test would be
subjected to the same environmental conditions, including gypsy moth
population. Traps within replicates were randomized and replicated four
times. Experiments this year substantiated earlier results indicating
that bait strength should not be reduced lower than 15 tips per trap;
also, that there is no advantage in increasing the tip strength above
15 tips as the additional tips did not, in any way, appear to improve
the effectiveness of the trap.
There was no important variation in the attractiveness of traps
painted green, gray, yellow, yellow-orange, or orange, indicating rather
conclusively that color is probably of no importance in gypsy moth
trapping work.
In the tests to deteraiine variations in the effectiveness of traps
where the virgin female moths were held for various periods prior to
clipping, it was clearly shown that the sex attractant becomes more
potent the longer the virgin females are held before the last two abdominal segments are clipped into benzene. The results were identical
to those in similar tests conducted during the summer of 1948. Hydrogénation of the sex attractant did not vary this relationship. There
was no significant difference between samples of hydrogenated material
collected during the summers of 1946, 1947 and 1948 and the foreign
material collected in the summer of 1948. This would indicate that the
hydrogenated attractant is quite stable.
In the tests of sticky materials. Tanglefoot, Tree Stop and Bug
Barrier were used. On the basis of moths attracted ana held on the
sticky material, there was very little difference between any of these
three products. There was a marked increase in moth captures when
these sticky substances were rejuvenated at frequent intervals, thus
indicating the importance of frequent combing of the adhesive during
trapping programs.
Size of corrugated bait dispensers again did not seem of prime
importance•
It was clearly shown that the \d.re inserted across the opening of
the trap end to prevent small birds from entering the trap was detrimental to the efficient function of the trap. The Graham trap with no
wire was considerably more effective than that with the wire barrier«
The Graham trap with the bird barrier was about as effective as the old
cone-tjrpe trap with the bait materiax placed on cotton and the Graham
trap without screened ends. Heavy waxed paper cones were put in the
line late in the season and there was some indication that they could
be substituted for screened ends with at least eaually good results*
The tests showed that it was possible to rejuvenate cartridges salvaged
from the field after a season's use but the results were not sufficiently conclusive to indicate with reasonable accuracy the proper amount of
sex attractant to be added to make the salvaged cartridges as effective
as the originals.

An area in Shaftsbury, Vermont, where varying conditions of growth,
topography, and open and wooded areas occurred, was selected for the
experiment to aetermine the pix>per placement of traps in the field to
obtain maximum captures of adult males. At the Shaftsbury area, an
isolated infestation existed and the few surrounding infestations located within one mile of the center as a result of very intensive scouting
were exterminated by spraying with DDT prior to beginning the experiment.
In this experiment, the traps were gridded at equal intervals around
this single infestation in such a manner that some of them were placed
in the wooaland and some in open country. The region is quite hilly
and the traps were placed at various elevations with respect to the
infestation, some of the traps being lower and some higher than this
infestation. During the flight season of male gypsy moths, daily records were kept of the t^nper^ture, humidity, wind direction, velocity,
and rainfall. The traps were visited daily to remove any moths captur-ed. Early in the flight season, it was discovered that the infestation
at the center of the trap design was not sufficiently heavy to piK>vide
an adequate supply of male moths to insure a satisfactory experiment ♦
For this reason, male pupae were collected in southeastern Massachusetts
and in certain more northern infestations and held for emergence of the
moths* These moths were marked with water-soluble analine dye and then
liberated at the central location. Even with these added moths, there
was not sufficient infestation present to reach any definite conclusion
as to the proper placement of gypsy moth sex attractant traps to obtain
most effective results. The majority of the moths captured were taken
either at the central trap or at adjoining traps up to about 600 yards
distance from the central trap. Eventually, the central trap was removed but due to the lateness of the flight season of the male gypsy
moth, no improvement in outside trap captures was noted.
Prior to the trapping season, an opinion was expressed by some of
the field personnel that traps placed along hard-surfaced roads or at
other positions where heat reflection mi^t be intense probably would
not capture moths as well as those placed away from the roads. It was
felt that the extreme radiation caused by these surfaces would produce
updrafts directly over them which, in turn, would create a current of
air from the surrounding countryside that would rise directly over the
road. Under such conditions, the gypsy moth se'^ attractant scent from
a trap placed at the roadsiae might be lifted upward with the air movement and thus not be available for the attraction of the flying male
moth« IVith this in mind, traps were placed along the edge of hardsurfaced roads and at 50-foot and 100-foot distances away from the
road in a test designed to secure data on this matter. Although the
results were not conclusive, there was considerable evidence to show
that traps located away from hard-surfaced roadways are more efficient
than those placed along such highways•
Each year, the Division of Insecticide Investigations, in cooperation with the Division of Gypsy and Brown-tail Moths Control, tests in
the field fractions produced in their Belstville Laboratory from virgin
female sex attractant material. This year, 21 such sanples were fieldtested in the Wendell Forest. Two samples of the hydrogenated sex

attractant material referred to as Sp6-194S, and two blanks were used
as checks. The old-style paper ccne-type trap was again used in these
particular experiments and inasmuch as it was felt desirable to have
the results of these experiments comparable with the results of previous years, traps in this line were placed at 200-foot intervals and
erected on trees facing the road. No attempt is made in this report to
analyze this data other than to state that samples FA-8O6, FA-814> FA-794,
FA-804 and FA-886 captured the greatest nunber of male moths. It is assumed that the annual report of the Division of Insecticide Investigations
will include this data as the work was done by tïr. Fred Aeree, Jr# of that
division who cooperated closely with this office in the experiment•
After examining the results of various trap lines in this season^s
experiments, it was felt that a change in method of placing traps in the
field fQT experimental purposes might well be the greatest single advancement made in the studies for the year* In the past, because of differences in gypsy moth population over the great length of roadside necessary to
carry on the many experiments, the results have been quite variable» This
variability was minimized greatly with the method of trap placement used
this summer where the various samples to be tested were placed in a relatively small area in which the gypsy moth population was identical for
each replicate tested. The data obtained as a result of following this
procedure v/as much e asier to interpret and undoubtedly provided a much
more accurate record of the effectiveness of the various samples tested*
It has been concluded that no rnore work need be done with regard to the
color of the gypsy moth trap because it is quite evident that color is
of little importance. More information will need to be obtained on the
number of tips required in each trap to capture the maximum number of
moths. Although past experience has indicated that a reduction of under
approximately 15 tips per trap should not be made, it is quite possible
that with the use of either a different trap structure or bait dispenser,
the bait strength can be reduced somewhat. Tests designed to obtain this
information will need to be continued for a few years at least.
In the summer of 1949, a nunber of cc«itainers were found which held
bait material procured at least 15 years ago. This naterial, together
with the bait obtained within the last four or five years, will be studied
to determine not only its stability but possibly to obtain infoiniiation as
to the proper methods of holding bait material for extended periods of
time* Even though two adhesivas were found to be equally as effective
as tanglefoot, this study should be continued, if possible, to detennine
if a better adhesive is available. Attention should also be given to the
designing of traps which may not require adhesives. Tests conducted in
the past 3 years have definitely shown that traps of cylindrical design
are more effective than any of the other types tested. It is not felt
that the present trap is perfect and this is good reason for increasing
emphasis on study of trap structure so that the efficiency of the trapping
program may be increased. Up to this time, it has not been necessary to
resort to the use of salvaged bait materials because a sufficient supply
of new materials has been available for placing in the field. However,
the tests which have been conducted with salvaged materials inaicate that
the cartridges containing sex attractant material can be salvaged and

used another year provided additional fresh attractant is added when
the traps are placed in the field a second season. As was indicated
above, additional research in this direction will be necessary to
determine with reasonable accuracy the amount of fresh attractant
material which will need to be added to provide effective attraction
under varying field conditions.
SURVEYS
Surveys of territory within which gypsy moth infestation is suspected are annually made in order to locate any infestations vdiich may
be present in such areas and to determine the extent and severity of
such infestations• This vitally important information is necessary in
setting up priorities to provide for the most effective spraying program during the control season each spring. Trapping surveys are especially important because information concerning probable presence or
absence of gypsy moth infestation within 1/2 radie of the trap can be
determined over very extensive areas at the very low cost of approximately 1^ per acre« Scouting surveys are principally conducted in the
vicinity of the traps at which male moths are taken and in areas where
infestation is known to occur but the specific location and density of
the infestation is not definitely known» Trapping and scouting surveys
are also vitally important in checking the effectiveness of the spray
application.
Trap Surveys
Surveys were conducted during the year in the States of Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania and Vermont. A
total of 17,047 traps were used in surveying nearly 6,895,000 acres located in 671 towns in the States involved.
The Graham trap was used exclusively except in Pennsylvania where
approximately 300 Potts traps were also used to supplement the program.
Three sources of bait material, all of which had been previously hydrogenated, were used in the trapping program. These materials were designated SP6-I947, SP6-1948 and foreign. The SP6-1947 and the SP6-1948
materials were collected in southeastern Massachusetts during the summers
of 1947 and 1948, respectively. The foreign material was collected in
French Morrocco in the summer of 1948 for the purpose of experimentally
testing sex attractant collected in forei/^i: lands to determine whether
or not it was as potent as that obtained fj:m virgin ferales obtained
in southeastern Massachusetts. The e:>qDeriiT)3ntal testing of samples
from this foreign sex attractant material was \indertaken during the
sumoGiier of 1948 and as it was found to be very effective in attracting
adult male gypsy nioths to the traps, it was used without hesitation in
the field in the sxommer of 1949» íí3.1 sex attractant material was impregnated in corrugated paper cylinaers at the rate of 15 tips per trap.
After careful considération, it was decided that trapping surveys
in the States of New York and Pennsylvania should be extended beyond
the territory previously trapped in order that information might be

Table 1,—Gypsy moth sex attractant trap survey - fiscal years
1946 - 1950

State
Connecticut
Massachusetts
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania
Granci Totals

No.Of
Toimships
12
2
39
109
106

Number
of
Acres
189,324
27,082
98,709
2,802,988
1.929.550
5,0/f7,653

1946
Number No. Towns
No. of
Traps
Where Traps Traps
Put Out .., .Caught
Catching
607
71
5
150
2
115
0
0
511
322
56
6,573
6.941
31
l/f,782
94

Number
Males
Çaught_
171
1,578
0
644
195
2,^88

1947
Connecticut
î^assachusetts
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania
Grand Totals

19
2
39
91
101
252

99,352
27,082
449,100
3,468,980
2,140,100
6.184.614

Connecticut
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania
Vermont
Grand Totals

27
32
88
120

445,358
362,100
2,502,357
2,149,800
277.200
5,7?6,815

1?
282

493
150
1,003
4,543
5.555
11,744
1948

2
2
0
8
16
28

11
121
0
17
39
188

52
2,246
0
59
95
2,4?2

826
748

5
0
20
2

10
0
43
9
1

14
0
67
17
2
100

0
12
2
0
29
0

0
18
5
0
84
0

8
51

15
122

0
33
7
0
211
0
22
27?

6,824
6,206

19
14
0
44
0

53
107
0
204
0

961

Ik

37
401

5,969
5,619

741
13,903

1
28

1949
Canada*
Connecticut
Massachusetts
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania
Vermont
Grand Totals

«*

32
2
34
92
155
24
?39

•»

551,264
23,296
419,192
2,099,740
2,533,100
430,806
6.0?7,398

100
872
50
748
5,401
6,162

795
14,128

1950
Connecticut
Massachusetts
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania
Vermont
Grand Totals

58
15
44
184
337
^.

883,220
254,768
370,164
2,981,298
1,947,160
458,368
6,894,978

1,702

607
747

17,047

91

147
342
0
462
0
117
1.068

•^Traps in Canada were placed along main roads in the St, Stephen area in
Charlotte County, New Brunswick^
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obtained as to the possibility of gypsy moth infestation having becoine
established in areas outside of the known infested region. V/ith this
in mind, an extensive trapping program was instituted in the State of
New York so designed as to completely survey within a period of 5 years
that portion of the State located beyond the quarantined area» Similar
surveys were also provided for in the eastern half of Pennsylvania and
in certain centers of population in the western half of that State where
opportunity for spread and establishment of the gypsy moth seemed most
favorable.
Scouting Surveys
As has been previously reported, four types of scouting are normally conducted by this Division and the cooperating State agencies in
obtaining data as to the specific location, size and extent of gypsy
moth infestations existing in territory where the work programs are
planned. These methods of scouting are referred to as common carrier,
pre-trap, spot and strip surveys •
The common carrier survey usually begins immediately following the
completion of the trapping program and involves an intensive examination
of selected localities throughout the infested area in western Mew England and New York State where hazard of spread by automobiles or other
carriers would exist in the evait infestation is present in such localities ♦
The pre-trap survey is conducted only in Pennsylvania. This type
of survey is undertaken in the fall in territory within which traps are
to be placed the following summer and the men detailed to such work not
only locate and indicate on maps the sites where the traps are to be
placed but also intensively examine favored host plants in selected
areas vdthin the territory covered by the pre-trap survey. The scouting of selected spots is done in order to determine whether or not the
gypsy moth has become established in such localities by common carrier
or other means. These surveys are relatively inexpensive and their imrportance can best be illustrated by the fact that the serious gypsy moth
infestation involving approximately 30,000 acres in Richland Township,
Bucks County, Pennsylvania was discovered in the fall of 1948 through
this method of scouting. The discovery of this infestation before extensive spread had occurred made it possible to eradicate the gjrpsy
moth from that area in the spring of 1949 through the intensive application of DDT by the use of aircraft and blowers, at a minimum of cost
to the State and Federal governments.
Spot surveys are principally conducted in selected areas not normally presenting a hazard of spread by common carrier where the growth
and site conditions are unusually favorable for the establishment and
rapid build-up of gypsy moth infestation.
Strip surveys involve the systematic examination of areas with the
personnel working in line formation spaced from a few feet to 500 feet
or more apart, depending on the type of growth, favorability for

establishment and build-up of infestation, and knovm history of infestation in the territory involved* Data concerning infestations found in
conducting these sui^eys are used as a basis for planning effective spraying operations the following spring.
Table 2>—Siimmary of scouting survey work, fiscal year 1950
State
Connecticut
Massachusetts
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania
Vermont
Totals

Total
Acreage
Scouted
289,030
168,090
16,101
1,050,075
51,572
263^124
It837t9?2

No. of
Infestations
Reported
300
168
0
306
0
114

S88

Total
Egg Clusters
Discovered
17,658
6,233
0
11,482
0
12,583
47,956

Total
Acreage
Infested
7,018
4,340
0
17,530
0
51977

30^

Trap and Scouting Surveys by States
Connecticut
Trap Survey; The survey this year was more extensive than those
conducted in the past and involved the western tier of towns in Litchfield, Fairfield, and New Haven Counties. A total of 1,702 traps were
used in 58 towns in surveying approximately 883,220 acres• One hundred
and forty-seven male gypsy moths were captured in 53 traps placed in 19
of the 58 towns surveyed. The results indicated an increase in gypsy
moth infestation in the western part of the State.
Scouting Survey: Scouting was conducted in Fairfield,
and New Haven Counties anci involved the examination of more
acres* In doing the work, 300 infestations were discovered
total egg clusters involved were estimated at slightly more

Litchfield,
than 289,000
and the
than 17,600«

The common carrier and strip methods of scouting were principally
used. For the third successive year, traps were used in the northwestern
portion of the State as an adjunct to common carrier scouting. At 19 of
the 26 trap sites where moths were taken, infestations were found under
conditions where hazard of spread by automobiles and other carriers was
present. Nearly all of these common carrier sites where infestations
were found were used for recrei^tional purposes, thus materially increasing the hazard of accidental spread to uninfested territory. Many of
these recreational areas are in continuous use during the summer months
by vacationers, some of whom reside within the generally infested areas
and others to the west of the infested territory. This clearly illustrates the need for an annual check of such sites to make certain that
s-ny gypsy moth infestations which may become established in recreational
or other common carrier site areas are located and eradicated as soon as
possible after they have become established, thereby minimizing the
possibility of accidental spread to uninfested territory.
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The strip method of scouting was used around traps where moths
were captured during the summer of 1949 and in obtaining a sufficiently accurate picture of general conditions of infestation in other areas
included in the program of work to obtain the data needed in preparing
an effective program for control operations in the spring of 1950» The
heaviest concentrations of infestation were located in the towns of
Litchfield and Warren in Litchfield County and in V/allingford, New
Haven County.
Massachusetts
Trap Survey; The use of traps was confined to Bamstable and
Dukes Counties in the southeastern portion of the State. In Bamstable
County, 557 traps were used in areas totaling 233^776 acres to check
the effectiveness of the intensive and extensive spraying program conducted during the 1949 season» On Martha^s Vineyard Island in Dukes
County, 50 traps were put out to check the results of previous spraying in the towns of Tisbury and West Tisbury» Thirty-five moths were
caught on the tanglefoot in 20 of these traps • In Bamstable County,
307 moths were caught at 87 traps. Some of these traps were placed
in territory not sprayed during the spring of 1949 and others in areas
treated with DDT after many of the larvae had stopped feeding and begun to pupate and were, therefore, not affected by the poison. The
largest concentration of moths in Bamstable County was along the west
coast line relatively close to heavy infestation in Plymouth and
Bristol Counties. Scouting around the traps was conducted in the fall
of 1949 with negative results except in those areas where the traps
were placed in unsprayed territory and v/here the spraying was discontinued when the larvae began to transform to the pupal stage. This
rather conclusively indicates that a majority of the adult moths were
windblown into the area fromnearby heavily infested territory in
Plymouth and Bristol Counties.
Scouting Survey: Scouting by Federal personnel was confined to
Berkshire County and the adjacent tovm of Monroe in Franklin County.
The combined surveys involved the scouting of more than 168,000 acres
of woodland and open country. In doing this work, 168 infestations
comprising a total of more than 6,200 egg clusters were found* Common
carrier surveys were commenced in the early fall and an attempt was
made to examine all areas where the hazard of spread by automobile or
other carriers was involved, A nunber of spots examined had been
sprayed during the two preceding years and were found not to be infest-^
ed, indicating the effectiveness of the spray application. The spot
type survey was carried on in several towns in the southern half of
Berkshire County where information was also needed concerning the effectiveness of spraying previously conducted in the territory. The
strip type survey was carried on in sections of a nuntoer of the towns
where this method of scouting had not been undertaken for several
years. Although no serious infestations were located, there was definite evidence of increase in abundance of both infestations and egg
clusters throughout the area scouted.
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Because of the necessity of reorganising the work due to reduction
in force, field work in Berkshire County was discontinued effective
about the middle of April 1950 ♦
New Jersey
Trap Survey; A total of 747 traps were used in surveying slightly
more than 370,000 acres in 44 toxvns in the State* A majority of the
traps were placed along the Delaware River in Hunterdon and Mercer
Counties because this region was relatively close to the infestation
found near Quakertown in Bucks County, Pennsylvania, in the fall of 1948•
Some of the other traps were placed along the river in Warren and Sussex
Counties in towns which had not been surveyed by traps or by scouting
for several years» The remainder of the traps were placed near the approaches to New York City because of the vast amount of automotive travel through that section from the infested territory in New England and
the infested territory in the State of New York* No moths were captured
at any of the traps, which were regularly patrolled throughout the flight
season* The results of the trapping work were very encouraging, especially in the region of Hunterdon and Mercer Counties where there was
considerable concern that infestation might have become established as
a result of spread from the above-mentioned Quakertown infestation in
Pennsylvania*
Scouting Survey: Scouting was conducted throughout the year in
selected areas where the greatest opportunity for establishment of infestation appeared likely* A total of approximately 16,100 acres were
examined by State personnel with no evidence of gypsy moth infestation
being discovered*
The trapping and scouting surveys conducted by the State of New
Jersey are relatively inexpensive and provide the best possible insure-*
anee against reestablishment and build-up of infestation in that State*
New York
Trap Survey: A total of approximately 2,981,300 acres were surveyed in 184 towns located in the eastern portion of the State in
checking the effectiveness of the spraying in areas treated during
the spring of 1949, in obtaining information on the presence or absence of infestation in other sections of the quarantined area, and
in checking territory beyond the suppressive area where there was a
possibility that infestation might have become established through common carriers or other means. A total of 6,824 traps were used in this
survey with 204 of them capturing 462 moths in 44 towns. No male moths
were captured at any of the traps placed outside of the zone of known
infestation, indicating that no westward spread occurred during the
spring of 1949* Indications are that infestation to the west of the
Hudson River is light except in Saratoga County where aerial spraying
of extensive areas of known infestation has not been possible to date*
It was noted that moth recoveries in many of the towns were concentrated in certain sections rather than scattered generally over the entire
township area*
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Scouting Surveys The common carrier svrvey was commenced in September after the trapping program was completed and the salvageable
material had been returned to storage ♦ This type of survey was principally conducted in the most densely infested territory within the
suppressive area embracing Albany, Columbia, Rensselaer, Warren, and
Washington Counties. Numerous small spots of infestation were discovered along roadsides in Columbia and Rensselaer Counties. The
increase in number of such spots over the previous year when a similar
survey was conducted conclusively indicates that considerable westward
spread of the gypsy moth into that territory occurred during the spring
of 1949» Some common carrier survey v^rk was also conducted in Saratoga County in those areas where the status of infestation was not
definitely known. In Ulster County, a considerable amount of this
type of scouting was also undertaken in order to check on those spots
where tourist and commercial traffic from the generally infested territory in the New England States provided the opportunity for introduction and establishment of the gypsy rtoth especially at sites of hotels,
gasoline stations, tourist homes, roadside restaurants, recreational
areas, etc* The strip type survey was conducted in all areas where
moths had been recovered during the previous trapping season, thus
providing a fairly extensive examination of the woodland and open land
growth around the sites where moths have been recovered. On completion
of the scouting around trap sites vdiere moths were attracted, the spot
type survey was conducted throughout the remainder of the scouting season at the most susceptible sites for gypsy moth establishment and
build-up within the suppressive area. Scouting was conducted in a
grand total of 126 towns located in portions of 19 counties« Infestation was found in 12 of the counties, all located within the previously known infested territory» The total acreage examined by all types
of scouting amounted to slightly more than 1,050,000 acres. It was
estimated that approximately 11,500 egg clusters were found in the 306
infested road blocks located within the territory scouted during the
year» The egg cluster estimate is believed conservative because it was
based on observations made at random spots throughout the infested road
blocks. It was not considered necessary or practical to entirely scout
the infested road blocks because the purpose of the suirvey was to delimit the areas of infestation in order to set up priorities for spraying rather than to determine the total number of egg clusters present
in a given area. This method of survey made it possible to cover vast
acreages with a minimum of personnel and provided all information needed in planning the spraying program for the spring of 1950»
Pennsylvania
Trap Survey; The trapping program involved four areas. The
Scranton—^Wilkes-Barre and the Quakertown regulated areas were trapped
at close intervals by the grid method. The banks of the Susquehanna
River from the Wilkes-Barre—Scranton regulated area south to the
Maryland State line were also closely trapped to determine whether
any spread had occurred due to dissemination of egg clusters which
might have been deposited on debris and drifted downstream from infested territory during flood periods. The other area surveyed during
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the suiraner of 1949 was in territory not previously trapped bordered by
the Scranton—Wilkes-Barre area on the north, the Susquehanna River on
the west, the Delaware River on the east, and the New Jers^, Delaware,
and Maryland State lines on the south* In this territory, traps were
placed along main highways at sites selected during the pre-trap survey
conducted in the fall of 194Ö«
A grand total of 1,947,160 acres were covered by these surveys,
using 6,206 traps in the 337 towns involved, fio male moths were captured at any of the traps. The results were very encouraging, especially in the Quakertown area, where a well-established and rapidly
increasing infestation embracing about 30,000 acres found while conducting a pre-trap survey in that area in the fall of 1948 had been
thoroughly sprayed with a 12 per cent DDT oil solution by use of air^
craft and blowers in the spring of 1949«
Scouting Survey: Scouting during the year included the examination of selected areas considered most likely to be infested within the
Wilkes-Barre—Scranton and the Quakertown areas under quarantine on account of the gypsy moth; the pre-trap survey of territory to be trapped
in the summer of 1950; scouting of forest growth and debris on islands
in the Susquehanna River to determine whether or not infestation had
become established by infested driftwood v*ich might have floated downstream from infestations bordering the Susquehanna and Lackawanna Rivers
within the originally infested territory; and the examination of standing timber located within the quarantined area prior to cutting as a
pre-requisite for the movement of mine timber, sawlogs, and other forest
products under the terms of the quarantine on account of this insect
pest. Regular scouting within the Wilkes-Barre—Scranton area under
quarantine was principally confined to the examination of those areas
which were previously found to be most heavily infested, especially in
portions of Clifton and Spring Brook Townships in Lackav^anna County and
Plains and Pittston Townships in Luzerne County. A similar type of
scoutijig was also conducted in and surrounding Quakertovm Borough in
Richland Township, Bucks County in order to determine whether the
sizable infestation found in the fall of 1948 had been eradicated by
sprajring conducted there in the spring of 1949«
The pre-trap survey was conducted in a strip of territory extendring from the Susquehanna River to a point approximately 20 miles west
of the city of Harrisburg between the Mew York and Maryland State lines*
The methods employed were similar to those used during the fiscal year
1949 in covering that portion of the State situated between the Delaware
and Susquehanna Rivers, the Wilkes-Barre—Scranton regulated area, and
the Delaware and Maryland State lines. Particular attention was given
to the close examination of the growth and places likely to harbor the
gypsy moth at sites of tourist homes and trailer camps, gasoline service
stations, picnic areas, roadside restaurants, public parks, historical
or amusement parks, trucking warehouses, railroad sidings and educational or other similar institutions. Special attention was given to scouting at sites of summer camps for boys and girls which were found to be
a very thriving industry in the northern tier of counties in the areas
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covered by the 1950 survey. There were 49 such camps in northern Wayne
County alone, each accoioimodating an average of 600 boys or girlst As
these boys and girls came from various localities including territory
where gypsy moth infestation is known to occur, a hazard of spread of
this insect pest was presented, not only through the accidental transportation of infestation on articles brought to the camps by the boys
and girls, but also by the large number of parents and friends visiting the camps* The battlefields at Gettysburg were also included in
this pre-trap survey as it was determined that approximately 2,000,000
people visit this national shrine each year and many of them, of course,
reside within the territory generally infested by the gypsy moth.
Another important assignment which was only partially completed
during the ysar was the scouting of islands in the Susquehanna River
to determine viiether or not there had been any long-distance spread of
gypsy moth from that source» In some instances, difficulty was experienced in reaching the islands by boat because of strong idnds and
shallow water. There were a large number of islands in the territory
covered by the survey ranging in size from a few acres to 400 acres or
more. Some of the islands are farmed or occupied by summer cartps;
others, which had formerly been under cultivation, were covered with
dense brush and briers, making scouting difficult and slow. Driftwood
was abundant on most of the islands and the growth, in general, was
very favorable for the establishment and development of the gypsy moth.
This work was commenced November 8 and discontinued on December 17,
1949 when ice which developed in the shallow, quiet waters made it im?possible to reach the islands by boat. This survey covered 76 miles
of the river extending from the Maryland State line to a point opposite
Halifax located approximately 20 miles north of Harrisburg. A total of
171 islands involving areas totaling 3,275 acres v/ere scouted during
this survey.
No living evidence of the gypsy moth was found as a result of
these surveys and this fact provides further conclusive evidence that
the gypsy moth has been eradicated in the State. As a precautionary
measure, scouting of selected areas and extensive trapping programs
will be continued for at least 2 years to further check on the remote
possibility of the existence of a small isolated infestation not yet
discovered.
Vermont
Trap Survey: The trapping survey was planned and conducted this
year in the towns closest to the New York State line so as to get as
much infonnation as possible concerning the status of infestation close
to the border which might offer a threat of spread of the gypsy moth
into New York State. A total of 961 traps were placed in 33 towns in
surveying more than 458,300 acres. None of the traps placed in Franklin, Grand Isle, and Chittenden Counties in the extreme northern portion of the State captured moths. However, 117 male gypsy moths were
caught in 37 traps placed in 14 towns located in Addison, Bennington,
and Rutland Counties.
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Scouting Survey; Common carrier surveys were conducted rather extensively throughout Addison, Bennington, Chittenden, Franklin, Grand
Isle, and Rutland Counties. Special attention was given to the scouting of summer properties, especially where the ovmers lived outside of
the infested territory, so as to prevent accidental spread of the gypsy
moth from the summer homes to the permanent residences of these owners
in the event infestation had actually become established on such properties. The spot and strip type surveys were conducted in areas where
there was history of previous infestation; also, where the growth and
site conditions were considered favorable for establishment and increase of the gypsy moth«
A total of more than 263,000 acres were examined in conducting
these surveys» This work resulted in the discovery of 114 infestations
comprising nearly 12,600 egg clusters. There was evidence of build-up
in infestation in the towns of Arlington and Pownal in Bennington County,
Middlebury and Monkton in Addison County, and in VJest Haven in Rutland
County.
SPRAYING OPERATIONS
During the 1950 spraying season, a grand total of 600,100 acres of
gypsy moth infested territory was sprayed by the use of aircraft and
the blower type of ground spraying equipment. Of this tptal, nearly
582,900 acres were sprayed by aircraft. The Federally-owned C-47 sprayed approximately 81,900 acres and the Federal and New York State-owned
biplanes approximately 76,600 acres. The balance of the aerial spraying,
amounting to approximately 441,600 acres, was conducted in Plymouth
County, Massachusetts where practically all of the spraying was done
under a contract a\/arded by the Massachusetts Department of Conservation.
The average over-all cost of the aerial spraying was approximately
$1*00 per acre, including the insecticide, solvents, supplies, materials
and equipment and the personnel needed for maintenance and for servicing
the planes at the airports and in performing the various duties on the
ground necessary to insure success of the program.
Preliminary Work
As has been previously indicated, it is imperative that careful
preparations be made preliminary to and including the actual spraying
operations so as to be sure that all phases of the program function
effectivelyt This is especially important in view of the fact that the
work must be done during the larval period of the gypsy moth wliich
usually is confined to approximately six weeks* DDT is not effective
after the larvae stop feeding and begin to spin up in the pre-pupal
stage.
As soon as the size and extent of the infested areas has been
determined as a result of trapping and scouting surveys, maps are prepared clearly indicating the areas to be sprayed. The work of setting
up priorities and providing suitable markers to guide the pilots begins«
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Glass plates approximately 4 inches square are placed on the ground at
100-foot intervals at right angles to the flight of the aircraft so as
to check on the effectiveness of the application. The locations of
any plates not showing satisfactory coverage of the insecticide are
carefully indicated on the work map and such areas are re-sprayed at
the first opportunity when conditions are favorable for satisfactory
application»
Preliminary to the beginning of the spraying program, a very careful survey of all areas to be sprayed is made so that the location of
mink farms, apiaries, chicken farms, game farms, gpIdfish pools, truck
crop farms, herring runs, ponds, lakes, etc., may be properly indicated
on the map and the pilot may be instructed to use special care in spraying infested growth in the immediate vicinity of such areas. During
the spraying season, the public is kept daily informed through the
radio and press of the areas to be sprayed and the progress made in
the work. All city, town, and other officials in the areas involved,
including fish and game authorities, the police, and other interested
parties, are also notified in advance of the spraying so that they may
be fully advised of the progress made in the work and may supply such
information to interested parties and avoid misxinderstanding which
otherwise might arise.
Equipment Used
During the 1950 spraying season, this Division operated one C-47
and six biplanes, one of which was damaged beyond repair in a forced
lanûing due to engine difficulties while spraying in Plymouth County.
The New York Conservation Department used two State-owned Stearman biplanes as part of the cooperative aerial spraying in that State. The
contractors operating in Plymouth County used two C-46 airplanes, four
helicopters, and seven biplanes. Two of these helicopters were used
solely in spraying 6,372 acres of State forest land under a special
contract.
Blower equipment was used in spraying areas which could be readily
reached from roads or by driving the equipment through fields and along
trails over which a 1-1/2 ton truck could be safely operated. This
type of work was effectively conducted in Connecticut, Massachusetts,
New York, Pennsylvania and VeiTnont. Hydraulic sprayers were used in a
limited way in spraying vegetation adjacent to hatcheries, along herring
runs, and other similar localities in Plymouth County, Massachusetts,
where extreme care was necessary to prevent driftage of the insecticides
in such a manner as to cause damage to fish and wildlife.
For the first time in many years, no spraying was undertaken in
Berkshire County, Massachusetts because it was necessary to reduce
personnel to keep within the funds provided.
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Table 3.--Summary of spraying operations -. fiscal year 1950
AIRCRAFT
TOTAL
LBS*
ACREAGE
DDT
SPRAYED
USED
0
0

STATE
CONNECTICUT
MASSACHUSETTS
NEÏÏ YORK
PENNSYLVANIA
VERMONT

441,356
141,539
0
0

TOTALSî

582,895

296,744
65,737
0
0
362,481

1

BLOWER
LBS.
TOTAL
ACREAGE
DDT
SPRAYED
USED
1,016
2,033
5n 1,122
4,661
2,440
9,226
3,796
694
347
17^205
8,721

GRAND
TOTAL
ACREAGE
SPRAYED

GRAND
TOTAL
LBS. DDT
USED

2,033
441,947
146,200
9,226
694
600,100

1,016
297,866
68,177
3,796
347
371,202

Table 4>—Breakdovm of aircraft spraying by types of planes
USDA
STATE
Biplanes
Massachusetti 5,300 11,671
New york
76,624
Totals
81,924 53,346
USDA
C«>47

NY State
Biplanes
0

0^46
244,523

23,240

244,523

JLéïL

o

dontraotor
Heil-.'
Other
Fixed MiSJL copters
85,586
94,276
0
O
94,276
85,586

TOTAL

441,3^6
141,539
582,895

Control Operations by States
Connecticut
A total of 2,033 acres in 22 towns were sprayed by the use of the
blower. No spraying vras undertaken by the use of aircraft. Particular
attention was paid to the thorough spraying of those areas presenting a
hazard of spread through winddrift or by common carrier. The work commenced as soon as hatching of gypsy moth eggs was noted in the field.
1/ith the limited personnel available, it v/as not possible to treat as
much acreage as was felt desirable in view of the knol^^n condition of
infestation in the territory involved. However, care was taken to arrange the work on a priority basis to insure the spra^^ing of those
areas where the greatest hazard of spread appeared likely.
Massachusetts
Spraying by aircraft, blowers, and hydraulic equipment was conducted during the spring in southeastern Massachusetts. Work was first
commenced with Federally-owned aircraft in Barnstable County on May 2
in the infested territory not treated during the spring of 1949 in order to complete spraying before there was opportunity for winadrift
into the cleaned-up area. Contract spraying was started in Plymouth
County on May 4«
The program for spraying in Plymouth County was financed in a
manner similar to that enployed in spraying approximately 230,000
acres of infested territory in Barnstable Coimty during the spring of
1949. The county commissioners requested and-received authorization
to expend |250,000 as their contribution toward financing spraying in
the county. The State Department of Conservation provided approximately .li)120,000, and about $26,000 was furnished by the towns in
Plymouth County through an arrangement wDrked out by the Massachusetts
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Department of Conservation providing that each town set aside 30 per
cent of their regular annual appropriation toward pest control i^rk
as their share in this program* This Division furnished technical
supervision, pilots and airplanes at an estiirated cost of approximately $20,000* Through the special efforts of Mr. H. L. Ramsey of the
Massachusetts Department of Conservation, responsible for the direction of the work, three 10^000-gallon, one 5,000-gallon and two
3,000-gallon tanks were purchased with State funds for use in heating
and mixing the DDT oil solution used in the spraying operations. As
compared with the cost of ready mixed comn^rcial DDT solution a saving
of |ll7,000 was realized through the purchase of technical grade DDT,
the required solvents and the preparation of the DDT formulation by
the use of this equipment. Because of this saving, it was possible
to spray thousands of acres in Plymouth County in excess of the original plans.
At the beginning of the spraying program, pilots of the C-46 aircraft experienced some difficulty in holding their course while spraying at the low altitudes involved bxitthis difficulty was eliminated
by the purchase of Kytoons, which are minature lighter-than-air blimps.
These i^oons were controlled in ascent and descent by means of a nylon
cord operated from a large hand reel. Two men equipped with a light
truck operated as a unit for each Kytoon, and two such l^oons were assigned for use with each C-46 aircraft. Inasmuch as the effective
swath width of the insecticide distributing apparatus installed on the
C-46 was approximately 500 feet, the I^oons were hauled down and moved
about that distance on completion of each flight strip as the work progressed. This made it possible for the pilots to line up on the strip
for effective spraying, thus providing a more even aistribution over
the entire area sprayed.
Each local moth superintendent was in complete charge of the
ground crew while the airplanes were spraying in his town and was provided with the necessary man-pôwer to insure efficient operation of
the project from the time spraying began until work was completed in
the town. Town maps showing the locations of dairy, turkey, mink, and
poultry farms, fish hatcheries, herring nans, and other areas where
special care in spraying would have to be taken v/ere furnished to each
local moth superintendent, the pilots and the key field supervisory
personnel so that all would be familiar with the location of all areas
where hazards were involved. The areas which could not safely be
sprayed by airplanes were treated by blowers or hydraulic equipment
and were so marked that the pilots in spraying by aircraft would avoid
them when treating adjacent territory.
The headquarters for the spraying operations was at the airport
in Pljnnouth which was fairly central to the entire area within which
spraying was done. A control map was used for every phase of operations. This map was prepared by using topographical quadrangles which
were cut and joined together so as to cover the entire county. This
map was placed in the office so that it would be kept up-to-date
as the work progressed and be readily studied by persons directly
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concerned vrith the project, also by visitors who came for the purpose
of observing the extensive spraying operations*
Spraying was conpleted on the afternoon of June 19. During the
period May 4 to June 19> there were 31 days on which the weather permitted spraying. No attempt v/as made to conduct spraying activities
on Sundays except in one instance of emergency on June 18 vAien a limited amount of work was done.
New York
Of the total of 146,2CX) acres of gypsy moth infested territory
sprayed with DDT during the spring of 1950, more than 141,500 acres
were treated by the use of aircraft. In areas where aerial spraying
was not planned mist blowers were used in treating infestations which
could be readily reached by that type of equipment.
Preliminary plans for the spraying program were started as soon
as pertinent information pertaining to the 1949 trapping survey was
available for study and analysis. In some instances where male moths
had been recovered from extensive adjacent areas, it was possible to
establish the spraying requirements with reasonable accuracy and it
was only necessary to scout around the outer bounds of the zone within
which the moths had been recovered in order to determine the limits of
the territory infested. In other areas which v/ere not as well defined
through attracting traps, extensive scouting was necessary in order to
delimit the area of infestation and establish the outer boundaries of
the territory scheduled for spraying. Areas planned for spraying by
aircraft were outlined on U. S. geological quadrangles as soon as the
extent of the infested territory had been determined* In those instances where the quadrangles did not indicate woodland areas by the
green overlay, such areas were accurately plotted on the maps. The
maps were then measured to determine the acres of woodland and acres
of open country infested and these figures were placed adjacent to
each such spray area so that the cata could be readily available for
use by those detailed to the spraying program. This type of breakdown of acreage has been found to be of material value, both to the
aircraft pilots and the field supervisors in checking the progress of
spraying operations and the gallons of insecticide applied. Topographic maps with this data inserted on them were photographed and enlarged to a scale of 2 inches to 1 mile. The locations of windsocks or
other suitable markers to guide the pilots, also electric power lines,
mink farms, and other spots where special precautions would have to be
taken by the pilot in spraying the area were later added to these photographic enlargements. Property ovmers within the territory to be sprayed were interviewed and the proposed control work explained to them at
the time other preliminary preparations were made. Immediately prior
to the beginning of control activities and during the progress of the
spraying work, the public was kept informed of the objectives and progress of the work through daily radio and press releases. This year,
considerable advance publicity was given to the spraying program through
the New York City newspapers as well as by the local press of the
several cities located within the suppressive area.
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In addition to the two Stearraan biplanes owned by the New York
Conservation Department, five N3N-3 biplanes and one C-47 were made
available by this Division to insure completion of the spray program
before the gypsy moth larvae became full grown.
Glass plates and small paper cups half-filled with water were
used in checking the distribution of the spray material* This was
the first time water was employed to check on the amount of spray deposit reaching the ground. It was found that an oil film was immediately visible on the surface of the water in the cups when the spray
application was adequate for eradication of the gypsy moth. One advantage of using this method over the glass plates is that there is
nothing to be salvaged or cleaned and the total weight of the cups and
water is materially less than the weight of the boxes of glass plates;
therefore, the work can be done with considerably less effort by the
ground personnel detailed to that phase of the spraying program. The
elimination of the task of picking up and washing glass plates also
results in considerable saving in time and justifies more extensive
use of the water-checking method.
In one 19,000-acre area (more than 9 miles in length) infested by
the gypsy moth, smoke shells were exploded in the air by the use of a
pistol of the Very type to guide the pilot of the C-47 in flying the
spray strips. Three lines had previously been established across the
section of woodland to be sprayed at right angles to the line of flight
with firing stations designated at 500-foot intervals* These three
lines were designated by the niimerals 1, 2 and 3 and the firing stations
along each of these lines were designated by the letters A, B, C, etc«
The firing stations were plotted so that all stations having the same
letter designation were in proper alignment with the iine of flight.
Two men were used on each line, one to handle radio coimiunications and
the other to fire smoke signals and to bury, in moist eatth, the hot
cylinders which fell back to the ground after firing, thus eliminating
the hazard of fire.
A walkie-talkie radio was installed in the C-47, and orders for
firing the smoke shells were issued by the pilot of this aircraft during actual spraying operations throughout the entire control season.
This inter-communication between air and ground crews resulted in accurate application of the insecticide and aroused widespread and unsolicited public interest in the efficiency of the program. In
addition to the radio communication between the C-47 and ground crews,
the communications supervisor was equipped with a walkie-talkie radio
and was stationed where he could at all times maintain contact with
the airport supervisor as well as with the ground crews and the pilot
of the C-47# He was the key man in the set-up and supplied information to the pilot as to wind direction, wind velocity and other infox^
mation pertinent to the effective conduct of the work each time the
C-47 left the airport for the area being sprayed. This radio équipement was furnished by the Bureau of Forest Fire Control of the New
York State Conservation Department and was a most excellent contribution to the work.
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On May 22 and 26, the C-47 and five biplanes sprayed 9^790 acres
and 9,012 acres respectively. On June 14, the C-47 treated 8,500 acres,
vrfiich was the greatest single day's accomplishment by this aircraft since
it was first used in gypsy moth spraying operations in the spring of 1948<
Two Federally-owned and two State-owned blowers were used in spraying infestations not treated by aircraft which were so located that they
could be effectively treated with ground spraying equipment. These
blowers worked together during the entire season as a single unit* One
of the 300-gallon sprayers equipped for heating and mixing DDT was used
in transporting the insecticide used by these blowers from the central
supply unit at Saratoga so as to keep these units adequately supplied
with insecticide at all times•
In general, kerosene was used as a diluent for the heavy concentrate of DDT prepared at the central mixing unjt at Saratoga for use
by airplanes. However, an emulsion spray was used in experimentally
treating by aircraft a 3,000-acre tract of infested woodland growth
near Ticonderoga. DDT emulsion was also used in all mist blower spraying. In preparing the emulsion spray, Triton X-100 was used as the
emulsifying agent and was added to the regular stock DDT concentrate
at the rate of 5 ounces per gallon. Water was then added in sufficient quantity to dilute the heavy stock concentrate to an emulsion
spray formulation containing 1/2 pound DDT per ^llon. The experimental spraying of the tract of woodland near Ticonderoga was initiated for
the purpose of determining whether DDT emulsion is as effective as oil
sprays, which have been generally used in gypsy moth control operations•
It was realized that if complete control of the gypsy rnoth was possible
with emulsion sprays applied by aircraft, injury to tender garden plants
and shrubs, which sometimes occurs vdiere oil sprays are used would be
avoided and the emulsions could be effectively used in residential and
crop-land areas. The site selected for the experiment was generally
infested with the gypsy moth with five centers of heavy insect population. Check plots established at these points of heavy gypsy moth
population were regularly examined following treatment but no larval
activity was noted at any time after the spraying was done.
Trapping and scouting surveys will have to be continued in territory within which intensive spraying has been conducted over extensive
areas in order to discover and treat with DDT any isolated spots of
infestation which may exist in such territory. The elimination of
general infestation to the west of the Hudson River will make possible
extensive spraying of areas totaling approximately 500,000 acres in
Columbia, Rensselaer, and Washington Counties where gaieral infesta^
tion is now known to exist. The only spraying work of any consequence
conducted in recent years in the three counties last mgntioned has been
the treatment of roadside infestations by the use of blowers with prevention of spread of the gypsy moth by common carrier as the principal
objective. This practice will continue until complete coverage of the
infested area can be provided through the use of aircraft.
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Pennsylvania
Although no infestation was found as a result of the trapping and
scouting surveys, a mist blov/er ana several knapsack sprayers were used
in spraying conducted in conjunction with quarantine enforcement• DDT
oil solution applied with the mist blower has proven very effective and
economical as an adjunct to regulatory work and the concerns handling
restricted materials heartily favor this method of treating such
materials to minimize the hazard of spread of the gypsy moth# During
the fiscal year 1950, this was was principally confined to the V/ilkesBarre--Scranton and the Quakertown regulated areas in Bucks, Carbon,
Lackawanna, and Luzerne Counties. Railroad sidings, collieries, junk
and construction storage yards, public parks, nurseries, auto scrap
yards, out-of-door advertising signs, sawmill properties, and the
storage yards for salvaged lumber were sprayed. In most instances,
because of this spraying and follow-up inspections, signed agreements
were entered into with the concerns involved and the restricted
materials were allov^^ed to move on a permit or certificate• A total
of 8,937 acres were treated with the mist blower in spraying approximately 800 locations, and 295 acres were treated with knapsack sprayers,
VeiTnont
A total of 694 acres were treated with a mist blov/er in 15 towns
where infestations which could be effectively sprayed by this type of
ground apparatus were located during the scouting season. In the
Champlain Valley where most of the spraying was conducted, turbulent
winds pi^evailed during much of the control season and severely handicapped the spraying operations. Although the tentative plans for
spraying in Vermont provided for the treatment of not less than
10,000 acres by the use of aircraft in Addison County, it was later
found necessary to separate a number of Federal personnel employed by
this Division in order to keep within the funds allocated to the project, and the plans for aerial spraying in the State had to be abandoned for the year,
QUARANTINE

A total of 2,015 acres were intensively scouted in connection with
the enforcement of Pennsylvania State Quarantine #24 on account of the
gypsy moth. Surveys were conducted in various localities throughout
the Wilkes-Barre—Scranton and the Quakertown areas under quarantine
on account of this insect pest and the information obtained was used
in issuing signed agreements pertaining to the movement of articles
affected by the quarantine to points within and outside of the regulated areas.
Operators engaged in the cutting and movement of forest products
were required to agree in writing to keep inspectors informed concerning all tracts where cutting was to be done so that the standing timber on such areas could be closely examined for gypsy rrioth infestation
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prior to conmiencing operations. This made it possible to move the
forest products on permit or certificate, whichever was considered applicable on the basis of the survey results. The cost of this type of
scouting is high because of the intensity with which it must be done^
but the expenditures are considerably less than the cost of piece-bypiece inspection which would otherwise be necessary. In the Quakertown
area, permits were not used until late in the fiscal year after trapping
and scouting of the area had revealed no living evidence of gypsy moth
infestation. Until this information was available, movement of materials
affected by the quarantine was on certificate following physical examination of such materials. At the end of the year, there were 300 active
certificate and 507 permit agreements involving 1,493 vehicles for which
identification cards had previously been issued in conjunction with the
use of signed agreements» The agreements were issued to individuals,
companies, and corporations engaged in business enterprises which included cutting timber, sale of lumber, firewood and nursery stock, advertising, construction, milling, general manufacturing, tree surgery
work, the movement of scrap iron and other similar materials.
Scrap iron, other metals, old tires, etc., were inspected at 62
concentration points. Twenty-six of these locations required daily
contact because of the regular movement of materials.
Periodic checks were made at 42 freight and express terminals and
transfer stations within the regulated territory with a total of 1,512
visits made by inspectors to these various shipping points during the
course of the year. Of a total of 6,426 cars checked by inspectors,
only one violation was recorded. This indicates the excellent cooperation which has been maintained with the freight and express agencies
in the regulated areas.
More than 253,000 pieces of nursery stock were inspected and certificates were issued to the 55 dealers engaged in this business. The
demand for mountain laurel, rhododendron, and azalea plants was heavy
during much of the year* Much of this nursery stock originates within
the regulated area and within a radius of 15 miles beyond this area*
The cutting of evergreen boughs for use in the floral trade has increased very materially in recent years and during the fiscal year 1950 nearly 132,500 pounds of such boughs v/ere inspected and shipped under certificate .
The cooperation of the general public caitinues to be excellent with
few exceptions and those who persisted in violations of the quarantine
after warnings through regular channels were prosecuted through the State
courts»
GYPSY MOTH AÍJD BROW-TAIL MOTH IÎ1FESTÂTI0N
G0NDITI0ÍIS IM KORTHEASTERW UNITED STATES
Gypsy Moth
The gJT^sy moth, in general, has continued at a low ebb throughout
the entire infested territory although there was an increase in abundance
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of this pest in Bristol and Norfolk Counties in southeastein ïfessachusetts in areas not sprayed during the year.
N^w England States
There has been notable progress in the elimination of gypsy moth
infestation in southeastern Massachusetts, especially in Barnstable
and Plymouth Counties, iváiere all host plants of this insect pest were
thoroughly sprayed by aircraft or ground apparatus during the 1949 and
1950 spraying seasons. Vathin the suppressive area, infestation, as a
whole, is materially lighter than in the so-called generally infested
territory to the east but some evidence of build-up was noted in
Litchfield County in Connecticut, in Berkshire County in Massachusetts,
and in western Vermont. The increase in northwestern Connecticut and
in the territory to the north of Rutland in Vermont is such that considerable spraying by aircraft will be conducted during the 1951 season to eliminate the hazards of windspread of small caterpillars into
uninfested adjacent territory and into nearby territory in New York
State where eradication of the pest is the objective.
The Division of Japanese Beetle Control is responsible for the
enforcement of Federal Quarantine No, 45> the purpose of which is to
prevent long-distance spread of this insect pest by common carrier.
New York
As a result of the extensive and intensive survey and control programs conducted in recent years, all extensive areas of general infestation vdiich existed to the west of the Hudson River have been eliminated except in Saratoga County and the program for spraying in the season
of 1951 provides for the elimination of general infestation in that
territory.
The objective in the New York area is eventual eradication of the
gypsy moth from the State. It is hoped that all areas of general infestation may be eliminated by the end of the 1953 spraying season,
leaving only the mop-up of small isolated infestations to complete
the eradication program.
Pennsylvania
No living evidence of the gypsy moth was found during the fiscal
year and this further strengthens the belief that the gypsy moth has
been eradicated in the State. Trapping and scouting of selective
areas will, of necessity, have to continue for a few years to make
certain that eradication has been accomplished. However, on the basis
of present knowledge, it seems reasonably certain that work in the
State will be completed within the next two or three years♦
Winter Mortality
The winter was mild throughout the entire area infested with the
gypsy moth and very little mortality occurred as a result of low
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temperatures• However, rather heavy mortality of newly-hatched eaterpillars occurred in the first half of May as a result of a cold, rainy
period which occurred in much of New England.
Brown-tail Moth
This insect pest has continued at a very low ebb over a period of
several jrears and was only observed in a few localities in the eastern
portion of the New England States during the year. In the few instances
vdiere this insect was noted, the areas of infestation were very restricted and no defoliation was reported» In addition to its natural enemies,
most of which were inçorted from Europe, the brown-tail moth is susceptible to poisoning by DDT and can be readily exterminated with a 12 per
cent DDT solution. In many instances, this pest has been kept under
control or eradicated locally by spraying which has been done in an
effort to control and eradicate the gypsy moth.
DEVELQPFM^T Mh î-LvIÎNiTENnNCE OF EQUIPMENT
Aircraft
0-^7 (NX-816)
No major work was required on this aircraft. Maintenance perforan
ed included the removal of the automatic pilot and associated instruments,
repair or replacement of all faulty instruments, removal of hand engine
primer and installation of electric solenoid-type primer to facilitate
starting of the engines.
Although the electric motor-operated valves installed in the insecticide distributing system performed well during the 1949 spraying season,
some drooling from the spray booms occurred immediately following the
closing of the valves. To prevent this undesirable drooling which occurred at the end of each spray run, spring-loaded cone-type check valves
were installed below the Y in each nozzle unit attached to the spray
booms♦ These valves were designed so as to close when the pressure in
the booms dropped to 6 or 8 pounds following the closing of the electric
motor-operated valves installed in the pipeline between the booms and
the pressure pump. These valves functioned perfectly and held the insecticide solution in the spray booms while the turn was being made on
each flight strip, thus preventing drooling. This aircraft operated on
an NX license throughout the spraying season.
Small Aircraft
Three of the N3N-3 biplanes were given the regular 100-hour periodic inspections before relicensing by the CM,
One of these airplanes (N44875) had been damaged in a forced landing due to engine trouble in June 1949* A new engine and a re-worked
propeller were installed in this aircraft and rather extensive repairs
were required on the fuselage in putting this aircraft in condition for
the 1950 spraying season.
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Another N3N-3 biplane (N44827) was completely overhauled during
the fall and winter monthst This work required dismantling of the
aircraft and it was decided to install a 285 hp, Lycoming engine with
300 hp. available for take-off, operating with a controllable propeller. Insecticide distributing apparatus on this aircraft was completely replaced except for the spray boom which was attached to the
under-surface of the lower wing. An RCA Model 116, two-way radio was
installed so as to dispatch and receive messages while in flights
A considerable amount of work was also performed on the Standard
biplane, including the installation of an engine rated at 285 hp. with
300 hp. available for take-off, using a controllable propeller. Prior
to the installation of this engine, the aircraft could carry a maximum
load of only 75 gallons of insecticide with only one of the two gasoline tanks filled^ V/ith the extra horsepower, this aircraft easily
carried the full tankload of 110 gallons of insecticide with both
gasoline tanks filled. Unfortunately, this aircraft was damaged beyond repair in a forced landing during spraying operations in Plymouth
County, Massachusetts, in the spring of 1950 because of motor failure
due to a flaw in one of the operating parts. This aircraft has been
disposed of as junk.
The engine of the Rearwin was completely overhauled following
motor failure while being used on grasshopper control and a new steerable tail-wheel assembly was installed which permitted the wheel to
caster 360 degrees«
Blowers
Mew insecticide tanks were installed on all four Division-owned
Buffalo blowers• The original tank installations were of light metal
and had rusted to an extent where numerous holes developed in the tanks,
permitting escape of the insecticide until plugs were inserted. In installing the new insecticide tanks, all pipe connectiais were screwed
into flanges and the flanges bolted to the tank over gaskets resistant
to damage by oil solvents• The new tank installations were of heavier
gauge and were provided with si^t gauges and suitable means of agitation. In the original installation, the pipe fittings were welded
directly to the tank and considerable difficulty was experienced
through leakage caused by vibration as the equipment was hauled over
rough roads in conducting spraying operations. In mounting these spray
\mits on a turntable during the previous year, four 2-inch cast-iron
rollers were used to simplify the rotation of the blower on the metal
ring. These rollers proved unsatisfactory and were replaced with
4-inch ballbearing rollers mounted so as to provide for three-point
contact with the netal ring. A hand breaking system was also installed
on these blowers.
The changes resulted in material improvement in the operation of
these units during the year.
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General Work
AS the inside surfaces of the 300-gallon tanks used in heating,
mixing and transporting DDT insecticide required considerable effort
each year in removing mist vdiich accumulated as a result of using DDT
oil solution, inquiry was made concerning a method of treating the inside surfaces of these tanks to prevent rusting. After considerable
effort, a tank-lining system of special paint providing for one coat
of each of three different types of paint was purchased and applied
to the inside of the tanks^ This proved to be a very effective and
relatively inexpensive method of eliminating the rust problem.
As considerable difficulty had been experienced in opening and
closing the doors at the south end of the aircraft hangar oimed by
this Division at the Turners Falls Airport, heavier door hangers and
a larger radius track were installed in a manner similar to that
adopted to correct an identical condition which previously existed
in the north end of the hangar. An employee may now easily open or
close these doors without assistance*
COOPHIATION
Close cooperation was maintained throughout the year with various
agencies of the Federal Government, as well as with State, municipal,
and private agencies directly concerned with pest control problems.
This close cooperation has resulted in the most economical and effective conduct of pest control programs.
Federal Agencies
Close cooperation has been continued with the Divisions of Forest
Insect Investigations, Insecticide Investigations, Japanese Beetle
Control, Domestic Plant Quarantines, Golden Nematode Control, Grasshopper Control, and Insects Affecting Man and Animals.
The cooperation with the Division of Forest Insect Investigations
was principally in conüection with studies conducted to determine the
effectiveness of the gypsy laoth spraying program in Barnstable and
Plymouth Counties and the toxic value of the insecticide, Methoxychlor,
against the gypsy moth.
The Division of Insecticide Investigations worked closely with
this project in studies pertaining to the use of sex attractants, in
determining the percentage of DDT up to 12 per cent in solutions used
in gypsy moth spraying operations, and in analyzing samples of DDT and
oil solvents procured by this Division and cooperating State agencies
for gypsy moth spraying operations♦
Personnel of this Division were loaned to the Division of Japanese
Beetle Control during the fall of 1949 to assist in the enforcement of
the Federal gypsy moth quarantine. During the winter and spring months,
an employee of the Japanese Beetle Control Division assisted in scouting
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surveys and in spraying "work conducted in southeastern Massachusetts
and southwestern Vermont»
During July and August 1949, a pilot and aircraft equipped with
insecticide dispensing apparatus was loaned to the Division of Domestic
Plant Quarantines for spraying conducted for the control of the v\iiite«»
fringed beetle. In May and June, that Division loaned a pilot and
plane equipped with insecticide dispensing apparatus for important
gypsy moth control operations conducted by this project in New England
and New York State,
The Division of Gtolden Nematode Control loaned several pick-up
trucks for use during our gypsy moth trapping program. Several employees of the Division of Gypsy and Brown-tail Moths Control were
permanently transferred to the Golden Nematode Division where men with
their qualifications were urgently needed. That Division also provide
ed the services of an employee thoroughly experienced in the methods
of formulation of DDT solutions to assist in mixing DDT oil concentrates in connection with the extensive cooperative spraying operations conducted in Plymouth County, Massachusetts, in the spring of
1950.
The C-47, two pilots to operate it, and an aircraft engine mechanic
to assist in maintenance work were loaned to the Grasshopper Control
Division during July and August 1949«
Cooperation with the Division of Insects Affecting Man and Animals
consisted of the loan of a motor vehicle and the temporary use of personnel and of an aircraft for spraying in studies conducted in southeastern Massachusetts to determine the effectiveness of DDT and certain
other insecticides in the control of ticks.
State Agencies
The excellent cooperation extended to this Division by the Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture and the New York Conservation Department,
including the furnishing of personnel and most of the spray materials to
carry on control activities, was continued as in the past. This Division
has supplied both of these agencies with pick-up trucks for use in transporting State employees engaged in gypsy moth control operations, and
these State agencies have provided much of the gasoline and aviation
oil used in the loaned vehicles and in conducting spraying operations
by use of aircraft.
The Massachusetts Department of Conservation has continued close
cooperation in the extensive coordinated spraying program which was
commenced in southeastern Massachusetts in the spring of 1949 and which
has been extremely successful in eliminating all general infestation of
the gypsy moth and brown-tail moth in Barnstable and Plymouth Counties.
This vitally important work was supervised by the Massachusetts Department of Conservation and this Division provided technical assistance
and some of the necessary equipment. There was also close cooperation
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in this instance vdth the county commissioners of Bamstable and Plymouth
Counties and with the toi\flis making up these counties.
Cooperation in proportion to the funds expended in gypsy moth control was maintained throughout the year with the States of Connecticut,
Maine, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Rhode Island, and Vermont,
Educational

This Division has frequently been called upon to supply and has
furnished the exhibit material for use at agricultural fairs and at
various meetings of organizations interested in gypsy moth and other
insect pest control. Many favorable comments have been expressed by
those who requested the exhibits and those v\rtio viewed them.
Talks, usually illustrated by the use of motion pictures or lantern slides, have been given before various groups or associations interested in gypsy moth control and in the control of other insect pests.
Close contact has also been continued with commercial concerns directly
engaged in gypsy moth and other pest control work who have expressed
their interest in securing up-to-date information concerning modern
methods used by this Division in conducting gypsy and brown-tail moths
control and eradication programs.
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